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Atmos Power-Vape is a 2-in-1 device: 1) use as a battery variable voltage locomotive, 2) the convenience of a power bank to charge USB and Apple Devices. The device is equipped with USB, micro USB and apple connections that allow you to charge all your electronic devices with power, as well as recharge the
Power-Vape battery. The Power-Vape variable voltage feature allows users to change their device to the exact voltage desired for an excellent vaping experience, all when displaying the selected voltage and remaining battery life on the device's convenient liquid crystal display. The Power-Vape uses a spring-charged
connector to provide a powerful connection to all cartridges, as well as a removable battery with a capacity of 2600 mAh, so you can remove, replace or even upgrade the battery later. Features: 2600 mAh lithium-ion battery Spring loaded with a compound 510 Atmos thread lcd screen in a box: Power Vape Housing
(patent protected spring loaded connection ) 2600mAh 18650 Lithium-ion battery Multi-USB and Apple Charger Cable Guide Guide Greatness is a commodity that is not usually achieved, and rarely so on a permanent basis. Companies have been striving for years, and sometimes decades, to establish themselves as an
expert in any single service or sector. But the true measure of corporate genius is the ability to switch disciplines and still maintain the same standard of perfection. This is exactly what Atmos delivers time and time again for the growing vaping community. Since the very morning Atmos has established itself as a pioneer
of the electronic device industry. In fact, the company received the first-ever patent for a portable pen vaporizer. Since then, the name and vaporizers of Atmos have become synonymous in the circles of amateurs and enthusiasts. However, one of The Outstanding Attributes of Atmos is that it is not just a vaporizer
company. Over the years, the company has strengthened its own research and development team. Every product that the manufacturer delivers from its factory doors will be imbued with its own engineering and exceptional attention to detail. Atmos Power-Vape Battery and Power Bank is the culmination of years of
engineering research, as well as data collected by real vapers. Since most electronic device enthusiasts are within demographic age, Atmos has been looking for a way to maximize sessions for those who are always on the field. The problem for most busy vapers is that many portable platforms, as a direct result of their
compact nature, lack the battery juice to maintain multiple sessions. This can lead to the disappointment of downtime, especially as a free moment is becoming increasingly rare in our troubled society. Atmos solved this problem with its Power-Vape Battery Pack. Essentially is a highly developed multitasking wonder that
provides the perfect fusion between a power bank and a variable voltage battery, all under one Package. For vaping enthusiasts on the go, this means being able to enjoy a session anytime, anywhere! The physically defining feature of atmos Power-Vape Battery and Power Bank is the spring connector and LCD
interface. Such an interface system is virtually unheard of in a portable vaporizer platform, so it is of course a very welcome Innovation by Atmos. Another desirable aspect is its compact build. Despite the levers of enormous firepower, Atmost Power-Vape weighs only one pound. This is in stark contrast to the power
scheme systems from other manufacturers, which can significantly tip the time and thereby reduce its portability. In addition, Power-Vape is incredibly discreet, although it advertises avant-garde design. Outsiders are more likely to view it as a medical device that has the added benefit of preventing unnecessary issues
due to fears of increased social embarrassment. However, the biggest achievement to date is the huge Atmos Power-Vape battery with a capacity of 2600 mAh. This bad boy device has about 200 to 300% more power than the leading portable battery vaporizer kit. Moreover, Power-Vape has variable voltage. This ability
provides 100% power control that passes through the vaporizer, leading to high quality, huge tasting vapors. Indeed, no other portable platform is approaching! It is worth noting that the lithium-ion battery Atmos Power-Vape has 510 threaded, providing compatibility of almost all cartridges and heating cameras. This
compatibility is crucial because Power-Vape Battery and Power Bank do not include a heating camera that needs to be purchased separately. For your convenience, Atmos includes a multi-portal USB charger. This means that Power-Vape can work with micro-USB charging, a particularly important attribute as the microUSB portal is fast becoming an industry standard in today's consumer electronics sector. Undoubtedly, consumers will enjoy this latest product launch from Atmos. However, if something goes wrong with the device, Atmos offers a five-year warranty on all its products. In fact, one of Atmos' most frequently cited selling
points is their excellent customer service. They really want to deliver the best vaping experience possible, and to that end, offer unprecedented support to their extensive customer base. Every serious vaper encountered a situation where additional power was needed but was woefully unavailable. With Atmos PowerVape Battery and Power Bank, these frustrations are finally understood with! Featuring gobs of variable voltage power merges with an incredibly modular platform, Power-Vape facilitates vaping at any time and at any time Enthusiast sees fit. Home / Vaporizers / Atmos Vaporizers / 510 Power Vaporizer Kits / Atmos 510
Power Vape and Charger Description Additional information information (0) Features: -Flowers: White, Silver -Display on LCD screen: Number of puffs, charger mode, voltage -510 Thread -2600 Milliamper Power Vape Kit Includes: 1 - Battery 1 - Device 1 - 5 Port Charger 1 - User Guide Guide
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